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INTRODUCTION 

With major global supply-chain disruptions, the pandemic has challenged assumptions about the 
relationship between the global and the local. In the sphere of technology, the pandemic has acted as 
an inflection point for several trends that advocate digital sovereignty. The increased interdependence 
on the internet has increased concerns over it being misused or weaponized. This has induced a 
rethinking on national strategies towards globalizing technological systems that balance concerns of 
national sovereignty with those of global efficiency and innovation. With emerging technologies 
introducing new dimensions to diplomacy, Carnegie India, in collaboration with the Ministry of 
External Affairs, organized its 6th annual Global Technology Summit (GTS), this time in a hybrid 
format, themed Global Meets Local, from December 14 to 16, 2021.  

Leading up to the Summit, Carnegie India organized a series of four townhalls that shared stories and 
lessons behind the success of homegrown entrepreneurs in the field of digital payments, education, 
mobility in cities, and venture capital financing.  

In addition to these townhalls, Carnegie India partnered with Plaksha University to curate six 
workshops titled Tech for Thought: A KnowledgeTransfer Series on six different themes including 
Building an AI Nation, What is Data, CBDC: Redesigning the Future, Digital Technologies and 
Precision Health, Humans and Robots: Past, Present, and Future, and Future of Technology 
Education. The workshops were well attended by students, researchers, government officials, young 
professionals, entrepreneurs, and journalists.  

The first hybrid edition of the Summit brought together senior ministers from India, Vietnam, France, 
the United Kingdom, and Slovenia and government officials, expert practitioners, industry leaders, 
public policy professionals, entrepreneurs, academics, and scholars from India and abroad to 
deliberate on three comprehensive sub-themes—The Future of Technology: Resilience and 
Partnerships, Technology and Innovation: Roadmap to Sustainability and Inclusion, and Glocalizing 
Emerging Technologies: Building Digital Capabilities.  

The three days of the Summit observed captivating discussions on the geopolitics of technology, 
science and technology cooperation in the Quad, India’s technology resilience, virtues of setting a 
Quad-startup hub, partnerships to secure vaccine supply chain, the future of geopolitics of data, 
unified payments interface, the future of cryptocurrencies, unified health interface, cybersecurity 
challenges, future of nuclear non-proliferation, India’s trillion dollar digital economy, cloud and 
sustainability, building data protection authorities, and open digital ecosystem.  

Some of the notable speakers at the Summit include S. Jaishankar, External Affairs Minister of India, 
Anze Logar, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Slovenia, Elizabeth Truss, Secretary of State for Foreign, 
Commonwealth, and Development Affairs of the United Kingdom, Rajkumar Ranjan Singh, Minister 
of State for External Affairs and Education of India, Meenakashi Lekhi, Minister of State for External 
Affairs and Culture of India, Cedric O, Minister of State for Digital Transition and Electronic 
Communication of France, Nguyen Huy Dung, Deputy Minister of Information and Communications 
of Vietnam, V. Muraleedharan, Minister of State for External and Parliamentary Affairs of India, K. 
VijayRaghavan, Principal Scientific Adviser to the Government of India, Cathy Foley, Chief Scientist 
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of Australia, Yoichiro Matsumoto, Scientific and Technology Advisor to the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs of Japan, Allison Schwier, Acting Science and Technology Advisor to the U.S. Secretary of 
State, Salil Parekh, Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Infosys, Mahima Datla, Managing Director 
(MD) and CEO of Bio E, Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw, Executive Chairperson of Biocon, Katherine 
Charlet, Director of Data Governance at Google, Roberto de Oliveira Campos Neto, Governor of 
Central Bank of Brazil, R.S. Sharma, CEO of National Health Authority, T.V. Mohandas Pai, Co-
Founder and Chairman of Aarin Capital, Gagandeep Kang, Professor of Microbiology at the Christian 
Medical College, Ajit Mohan, Vice President and MD of Meta, Nivruti Rai, Country Head of Intel 
India, Arundhati Bhattacharya CEO and Chairperson of Salesforce, Manish Sabharwal, Executive 
Vice Chairman of TeamLease Services Limited, Akhil Gupta, Vice Chairman of Bharti Enterprises, 
Takayuki Morita, President and CEO of NEC Corporation, Christian Klein, CEO of SAP, Ken Haig, 
Energy and Environment Policy, Asia-Pacific and Japan at Amazon Web Services, Marshall Erwin, 
Chief Security Officer at Mozilla, Ashok Malik, Policy Advisor to the Indian Ministry of External 
Affairs, Andrew McCosh, DG in the Office for Science and Technology Strategy in the Government 
of the United Kingdom, Jim Balsillie, Chair of the Centre for International Governance Innovation, 
Miriam Wimmer, Director of the Brazilian Data Protection Authority, Andrea Jelinek, Chairwoman of 
the European Data Protection Board, Melinda Claybaugh, Privacy Policy Director of Facebook, 
Chetan Krishnaswamy, Vice President, Public Policy at Amazon, among others.  

The Summit was hosted on a fully customized virtual platform, with a few sessions that were 
organized physically at The Claridges Hotel in New Delhi. The Summit attracted over 4500 
registrations with more than 27,000 users on the Summit platform from over 115 countries including 
India, United States, South Africa, Singapore, Australia, United Kingdom, Ukraine, Japan, Canada, 
China, South Korea, Brazil, Germany, Netherlands, France, Spain, Finland, Nigeria, Pakistan, Russia.  

The physical component of the Summit observed attendance from over 100 experts from the 
diplomatic community, industry leaders, tech experts, scientists, researchers, young professionals, 
civil society actors, venture capitalists, and government representatives from all over the world.  

The discussions were also livestreamed on YouTube, Twitter, and Carnegie India’s website. The 
discussions observed approximately 413,000 views across all social media platforms, with almost 1.8 
million impressions on Twitter, 1.25 million impressions on Google, and 217,900 impressions on 
YouTube.  

The Summit was supported by the Ministry of External Affairs, the Government of Karnataka, K-
Tech, Innovate Karnataka, Startup Karnataka, Biocon, Syngene, Mazumdar Shaw Philanthropy, Meta, 
Google, SAP, AWS, Amazon, Intel, Salesforce, and National Payments Corporation of India.  

Discussions at the Summit were covered extensively with over 90 news reports emerging over three 
days of the Summit from over 30 news organizations, including NDTV, the Hindu, the Times of India, 
Hindustan Times, Indian Express, Scroll.in, the Economic Times, Mint, and Financial Express. The 
Print, our digital partner and Bloomberg Quint, our media partner, carried media and video content for 
some key conversations and panels as well as a few dedicated columns and opinion pieces 
surrounding different aspects of the Summit. India Ahead, our broadcast partner also featured key 
sessions of the Summit. TIE Delhi NCR was the outreach partner for the Summit.  
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DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS  

The first day of the Summit, themed The Future of Technology: Resilience and Partnerships, began 
with an inaugural address by Honourable S. Jaishankar, External Affairs Minister of India, who 
emphasized the importance of international partnerships to address challenges posed by recent 
advancements in technology. He then introduced Hon’ble Boris Johnson, the Prime Minister of the 
United Kingdom for his special address.  

Hon’ble Prime Minister in his address, focused on the shared connection of innovation and 
entrepreneurial spirit which has created a natural partnership between India and the United Kingdom 
in areas of 5G and telecom. Joint efforts—between startups in the UK with companies such as Tata 
and Godrej in India—on green technology will aid in powering both countries to net zero emissions in 
the future. Lastly, the Prime Minister shared his optimism that India and the UK can shape the 
technological age based on principles of freedom, openness, and peace.  

This was followed by an insightful conversation on the Geopolitics of Technology with the Hon’ble 
External Affairs Minister and C. Raja Mohan. The Minister in this conversation highlighted that 
India’s primary responsibility should be to build domestic supply chains before looking at global 
supply chains. The Hon’ble Minister further emphasized that the purpose of partnerships for India 
should be to build deep strengths and increase its capabilities for it to become a more attractive 
partner.  

This conversation was followed by an address by Elizabeth Truss, Secretary of State for Foreign, 
Commonwealth, and Development Affairs and Minister for Women and Equalities, Government of 
the United Kingdom, who highlighted that India and the UK are working toward detailed talks on 
digital trade and can collaborate in critical areas like intellectual property rights and free flow of data. 
To prevent hostile forces to gain an upper hand regarding technology, the Minister called on 
democracies to setup global technology standards to champion their interests.  

Following this, the panel titled Beyond Borders: Science and Technology Cooperation in the Quad 
discussed how Quad nations should be beacons of promoting science and building networks. 
Panellists emphasized introducing merit-based competition, openness, and reciprocity in Quad nations 
to empower the next generation of STEM leaders. Stressing on vaccine development for COVID-19, 
they encouraged open access to scientific research to promote citizen science and facilitate access to 
research for small companies.  

This insightful panel was followed by a conversation on Building India’s Technology Resilience with 
India’s Defence Secretary who discussed steps taken by the Indian government to improve domestic 
production and foreign exports in the defence sector. He highlighted the government’s intention to 
encourage private sector participations by creating a level playing field between public and private 
firms. He also discussed ongoing reforms of public sector producers. In terms of defence 
procurement, he elucidated the key goals of the Indian government which include measures to 
increase investment in indigenous products, strengthen innovation in defence technology, and expand 
export of defence technology. He also spoke about the administrative capacity challenges the 
government is trying to overcome while pursuing these objectives. 
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This was followed by another conversation on Investing in Technology: A Roadmap for Economic 
Growth with Salil Parekh, CEO and MD of Infosys, who highlighted that services like cloud 
computing, machine learning, and data analytics have paved way for digital transformation in the past 
decade, and will continue to be building blocks for innovative ideas in the next few years. He 
suggested that India, especially within the educational sphere, should imbibe technology skilling in its 
curriculum to ensure that graduates stay relevant to the job market.  

Building on the above discussion, the next panel focused on the Virtues of Setting up a Quad-Startup 
Hub. Panellists highlighted Quad countries should leverage each other’s strengths to provide a 
platform for innovation without the rigidity of a formal grouping. To build a startup ecosystem, 
experts suggested that it is important to identify all communities, enhance collaboration between 
them, and bring all pieces of the ecosystem together to better inform policies. Further, access to 
data has been considered a vital step that helps build an enabling environment for startups to test their 
innovations.   

The next panel focused on Securing Vaccine Supply Chains: Partnerships and Resilience, where 
participants emphasized that apart from traditional academia-industry partnerships, collaboration 
among competitor companies and cooperation among different government departments eased supply 
chain pressures, which led to faster manufacturing and distribution of vaccines in India and elsewhere. 
They explored the possibilities of new vaccine production capabilities through collaboration among 
manufacturers, discussed the importance of regional and global partnerships in securing vaccine 
supply chains, and suggested ways to sustain such partnerships to tackle future pandemics.  

This was followed by another panel on Fragmentation: The Future of Geopolitics of Data. 
Participants highlighted bases on which countries differ on data governance policies. These include 
cyber security, data protection and privacy, blatant protectionism, law enforcement and 
surveillance, rent seeking and control, and geopolitics. These differences, they argued, hinder 
interoperability of data. Rather than building a global consensus, they suggested leveraging existing 
regional networks to reconcile different interests.  
 
This was followed by an in-person keynote address on Ed-Tech: Future of Digital Education in India 
by Rajkumar Ranjan Singh, Honourable Minister of State for External Affairs and Education of India. 
He emphasized that ed-tech is a force multiplier for education delivery in India. The Minister stated 
that emerging technologies like augmented reality-based technologies, 3D printing, and cloud 
computing have the potential to bring unprecedented revolutions in the Indian education system. The 
New Education Policy, 2020 is designed to transition the education sector in India toward the fourth 
industrial revolution.  
 
Following this, a keynote on the Strategic Value of Unified Payments Interface (UPI) highlighted the 
way UPI has furthered financial inclusion, cash displacement, delivery of citizen welfare, and 
payments for businesses and consumers. UPI’s success, he said, lies in its API driven platform that 
integrates and connects every merchant in the ecosystem, uses QR codes to provide simplicity, safety, 
and security, and is available in vernacular languages, making it easy to access.  
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Building on the keynote, the next panel focused on UPI: Building Digital Highways which 
highlighted that the National Payments Corporation of India—the entity that owns and operates 
UPI—hopes to transfer the home-grown technology to international markets, with a customized 
solution curated for that market because each market has a different business environment, market 
needs, and geopolitical landscape.   
 
This was followed by a session on Cryptocurrencies: The Future of Technology and Regulation 
which highlighted that presently cryptocurrency is regarded more as an asset than a medium of 
exchange for good and services. Providing technical perspective on cryptocurrencies and the 
challenges in coordinating digital currencies globally, participants explained the need to bolster 
regulatory and supervisory capacities, and to make terminologies used for cryptocurrencies consistent 
and clear.   
 
Following this, a conversation on The Future of Fintech in India highlighted that the pandemic 
accelerated fintech adoption and digital transactions even among remote and rural users. Participants 
discussed that the government aims to capitalize on this momentum and further strengthen its 
financial literacy programs to achieve financial inclusion. They advocated a regulatory line of sight 
to monitor the fast-changing fintech landscape and the negative externalities that come with 
digitization and tech-related offerings.  
 
Building on the previous conversation, the next keynote on Innovation and the Next Half Billion 
elaborated how India’s Open Digital Public System is allowing India to go paperless and cashless. 
The speaker explored how data available through government introduced schemes and programs can 
be used to innovate and empower the disadvantaged. He concluded his keynote by describing the role 
of the RBI Innovation Hub and ways in which it plays an instrumental role in ideating and helping 
innovators use data to empower and solve problems.    
 
The last conversation of the day on The Future of India’s Digital Transformation highlighted how the 
Indian Financial system has many people with a bank account but when it comes to inclusion of 
financial services, the number is absurdly low. Until now credit in India is given through asset-based 
loans, but considering the digital transformation in the country, they argued that one can now get 
credit against their data instead of assets. They further noted that democratizing credit and financial 
services is a fundamental driver of growth in India which will bring about the next wave of disruption.  
 
The second day of the Summit themed Technology and Innovation: Roadmap to Sustainability and 
Inclusion began with a conversation on Enhancing Digital Connectivity: Fostering Tech Partnerships 
that emphasized that Quad nations have a shared vision for the way tech should be developed and 
deployed. The speaker opined that these shared principles can be translated at domestic levels to 
develop regulations that are consistent with their national systems.  
 
This was followed by a keynote address on Unified Health Interface: Partnering for the Future which 
highlighted that India has built a robust digital backend system which can be leveraged to provide 
accessible healthcare services and increase inclusivity. The speaker noted that the healthcare sector 
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will further look at possibilities for increasing public health goods to provide quality, affordable, and 
accessible healthcare to all citizens.  
 
Following this, an intervention on Cybersecurity Governance in the Digital Age emphasized the 
paucity of knowledge amongst policymakers regarding the technology they are seeking to govern or 
regulate. The speaker suggested the need to mature the tech policy ecosystem to build the necessary 
level of expertise and knowledge and introduce some contestability in engagement with the industry 
rather than fully relying on their expertise.  
 
Building on this discussion, the next panel focused on Cloud Governance: Tackling Cybersecurity 
Challenges and deliberated the opportunities and challenges of cloud computing. While panellists 
agreed that cloud computing provides immense opportunities for citizens and governments to create 
their businesses more securely, they discussed that it concentrates data on cloud services and 
measures should be taken to tackle cyberthreats rather than avoiding them altogether.  
 
This was followed by a ministerial intervention on Skilling and Inclusion by Dharmendra Pradhan, 
Hon’ble Minister for Education and Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, who noted that India 
has the potential to be a truly connected nation by 2025 and that the government sees an opportunity 
for the size of India’s digital economy to grow to USD 1 trillion creating millions of jobs, but these 
would require functional digital skills. The Hon’ble Minister underscored that India’s robust uniform 
ecosystem will result in innovation continuing to drive academia and skills development. He 
concluded by stating that India is a major hub for ICT-based service and discussion platforms are 
important to showcase innovations, debating policy, fostering partnership, and bringing forth new 
ideas.  
 
The next panel on AUKUS: Future of Nuclear Non-Proliferation discussed that AUKUS is a defence 
tech partnership which will not replace any other groupings, but rather, will overlap and complement 
other mini or multilaterals. Some panellists argued that AUKUS is not an existential threat to the non-
proliferation regime, while others suggested that it sets a bad precedent and could lead to proliferation 
of nuclear submarines. While it was unanimously agreed that Australia itself does not pose a non-
proliferation threat, the exploitation of its precedent by other untrustworthy states was perceived as a 
cause for concern by some experts.  
 
This was followed by a panel on Building a Technology Innovation Hub: Lessons from Karnataka 
which highlighted that research infrastructure, access to capital, quality of life, and amicable 
government policies are major factors for success for any region that strives to become a 
technological hub. These factors came together in Karnataka, but lag in many other states, they added. 
Panelists highlighted that Bengaluru could give India a leading standing among global technology 
powers if its social infrastructure improves, its success is highlighted in the world, and its focus shifts 
to deep technology areas that will dominate the space in near future.  

Following this a conversation on Leveraging Technology to Fight Future Pandemics highlighted that 
people and politicians ignore the effects of any infectious disease outbreak after cases come down. 
Moreover, vaccine development for some diseases remains incomplete because outbreaks end before 
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the vaccines are developed. This, according to the speaker, is a critical barrier to vaccine 
development. She elucidated that the western world does not focus on development of vaccines for 
globally prevalent diseases unless they are themselves affected by it. This has been seen with 
haemorrhagic fever, Ebola, Zika, etc. Toward the end, the speaker commended CEPI’s efforts to help 
small developers take their vaccines to early phase testing where bigger companies do not wish to 
invest.  

The next conversation on The Internet of Tomorrow highlighted that the internet has changed the 
world for the better and has allowed people to come together in a way that was inconceivable at an 
earlier stage. It has reduced costs and made several services available at a global scale. The speaker 
further stated that for regulations to be implemented, the canvas of innovation must always be kept 
open to find a common ground. He suggested that democracies must clarify guidelines on 
transparency of data usage and expect greater multilateralism with internet architecture and 
connection in the future. 

This was followed by a ministerial intervention on Strengthening Technology Partnership: Future of 
India-Brazil Ties that acknowledged the deep bilateral relationship between India and Brazil and 
explored new avenues of collaboration between the two countries. The speaker suggested that it is 
important to stay abreast with new developments in artificial intelligence to develop specialized 
systems for city operations to control public transportation, energy expenditure, energy and water 
distribution, wastewater management, and sewage treatment. He encouraged the two countries to 
work together to develop customized medicines and attend to neglected tropical diseases.  

The next ministerial intervention on India and Slovenia: Building Toward a Green Future encouraged 
India and Slovenia to cultivate a relationship replete with opportunities. He mentioned that Slovenian 
and Indian cooperation is taking place at both business and institutional level. Agreements in science 
and technology have been signed, with projects underway in the fields of biomedicine, biotechnology, 
health, renewable energy, smart cities, and artificial intelligence.  

Following this, a keynote by Nivruti Rai, Country Head, Intel India highlighted that to contribute to 
the five trillion-dollar economy, there needs to be new focus on AI platforms and how the 
requirements and standards are defined. The speaker suggested that design-led ecosystems need to 
continue to grow, and local cloud service providers must be encouraged.   

Building on the keynote, the next panel on Reaching a Trillion Dollar Digital Economy discussed that 
the trillion-dollar digital economy mark is achievable. Speakers underlined that UPI, digital payments, 
and the open credit enablement network have accelerated economic flows by increasing economic 
opportunities and the ease of doing business. However, they noted certain challenges that must be 
addressed to facilitate India’s trajectory toward a trillion-dollar digital economy. They suggested that 
India focus on facilitating the digital evolution in traditional industries as well, in addition to the 
startup and financial industries.   

This was followed by a conversation on Global Retail Supply Chains which highlighted e-
commerce’s potential to help expand the domestic and international market for MSMEs. Speakers 
suggested that every step of the MSME journey must be evaluated. They encouraged brainstorming 
ways to leverage technology to reduce the entry barrier. Further, speakers noted that technology, 
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especially blockchain, will play a big role in smoothening supply chains and making them faster and 
more efficient. On the policy side, panellists suggested a coordinated approach among countries 
because of the borderless nature of e-commerce. It should allow a seamless experience to consumers 
by allowing the services that currently exist in silos, to integrate.  
 
The next session on The Future of Technology: Resilience and Partnerships with Meenakashi Lekhi, 
Hon’ble Minister of State for External Affairs and Culture of India highlighted the vast talent pool in 
the Indian community, which culminated in India’s resilience during the pandemic. However, in 
setting both long-term and short-term goals for India’s technological growth, the Minister suggested 
that we must manage illegal hacking, cyber security, and unethical data mining. She advocated for 
adequate funding and finance mechanisms to build innovation and technology. Discussing the need to 
build resilience, the Minister emphasized the need to self-analyse to understand gaps existing in the 
system. This, she argued, would help address issues such as the militarization of data and cyberspace, 
which directly impact the safety and security of the nation’s sovereignty.  
 

The last session of the day on Leveraging Technology: Promoting Equitable and Inclusive Education 
stressed the relevance of digital infrastructure, emerging technologies, general cooperation, and digital 
sovereignty in the pandemic afflicted world. In addition to technology, the speaker argued that it is 
important to for policies, institutional resources, structures, and people to come together for 
technology to work at the required scale and diversity. Finally, the speaker summarized the session by 
reiterating the way technology can be leveraged: (a) a program’s direct technology should be able to 
blend into human ecosystem, (b) designing for what works at scale is not the same as designing for 
scale what works, and (c) use technology as building blocks.   

The third day of the Summit, themed Glocalizing Emerging Technologies: Building Digital 
Capabilities began with a conversation on India’s Digital Partnership with France. The speaker 
highlighted the role of digitization in easing the process and speediness of reacting to the crisis in the 
form of contact tracing app, booking a vaccine slot, and detecting patterns of Covid-19. At the time of 
crisis, he stressed on the prevalence of an oligopoly and focused on the importance an interoperable 
open architecture. With reference to localization of data and privacy concerns, the speaker 
emphasized that more rules and trust are required in the digital world. 

This was followed by a ministerial intervention on Fourth Industrial Revolution: Harnessing 
Synergies Between India and Vietnam which highlighted that Vietnam and India can create a common 
market to bring digital products into practice. The two countries can develop mechanisms for an 
institutional framework for digital product, platform, and new business models. New technology can 
be jointly developed in the areas of healthcare, travel, logistics, information technology, and 
agriculture. The Minister concluded by saying that both counties can strengthen the three pillars of 
digital transformation: digital government, digital economy, and digital society.   

This was followed by another keynote address by V. Muraleedharan, Hon’ble Minister of State for 
External and Parliamentary Affairs of India who highlighted that the global network between India 
and its diaspora has witnessed the emergence of a different interactive pattern in the past decade. A 
significant part of this change, according to him, can be attributed to digitization of the 
communication space. Explaining further, the Minister through various examples noted that during 
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the pandemic, the role of technology and digital platforms became indispensable for the government’s 
outreach to the diaspora. The ‘Maddat Portal’ was set up to register grievances pertaining to the 
consular services offered by the Indian missions abroad. Similarly, the Rishta Portal allowed the 
Indian diaspora to leverage opportunities by being connected to the latest developments in 
India. Another initiative called the Pravasi Bhartiya Academic 
and Scientific Sampark (PRABHASS), is a virtual platform to engage with the global Indian science 
and technology community to address societal challenges in India.  

This was followed by an address by Victoria Grand—the Vice President of WhatsApp—who noted 
the dramatic socio-economic and digital transformation in India. She elucidated WhatsApp’s vision of 
providing a government to citizen engagement interface and highlighted WhatsApp’s role in enabling 
economic activity for small and medium enterprises. The speaker concluded by mentioning the 
benefits of technology, especially when it is designed with the core principles of trust, simplicity, and 
seamlessness. 
 
This was followed by a conversation on Future of Digital Infrastructure in Asia which highlighted the 
avenues of partnership between India and Japan to strengthen digital connectivity. Given India’s large 
population size, speakers highlighted that Japan considers India as one of the most important markets 
and trade partners. Further, speakers noted that 5G technology will be the next wave of digital 
transformation and emphasized that the future of digital connectivity will be through satellite 
communications that will be able to reach the global society in a way that terrestrial connections 
weren’t able to.    
 
Following this, the next intervention on Digital Technologies and Sustainability observed that 
sustainability presents a unique opportunity for us to create a lasting, positive impact for future  
generations. Elaborating further, the speaker emphasized that the unique initiative of the sustainable 
development goal index in India is a ground-breaking path to ensure measurement and monitoring at 
national and sub-national levels.   
 
This was followed by an intriguing panel on Cloud and Sustainability: Transitioning to a Greener 
Future which discussed the sustainability challenges of cloud computing, including power 
consumption, water usage for artificial cooling of data centres, generation of e-waste and its recycling. 
Speakers discussed that new approaches should be explored to put old tech, material, hardware to new 
use by repair and reuse. While policy indicators are important, individual initiative from the consumer 
and company is also essential, they added.    

The next panel on Future of Encryption discussed the use of encryption as a tool for securing digital 
information and online communication. While acknowledging the benefits of encryption, panellists 
also highlighted the problems faced by law enforcement companies because of encryption. 
Highlighting the solutions which include regulating the strength of encryption, exceptional or 
backdoor access to encrypted data, and reliance on metadata, the speakers deliberated the feasibility 
of these proposed solutions. 

This was followed by another panel titled The World We Live In which highlighted that over the 
last 40 years, the world has transitioned from a traditional production-based economy to a knowledge-
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based economy and finally to a data-driven one. This transformation has fundamentally changed 
the structure and behavioural characteristics of companies that have now turned to aggressively 
generating intellectual property (IP) assets to control markets and capture superior economic 
rents. Meanwhile, policymakers in developed countries have altered their economic policies and 
designed marketplace frameworks that reward owners of IP. Speakers highlighted that IP and data are 
now the world's most valuable business assets.  

The next panel on Building an AI Nation emphasized proper data governance policies when it comes 
to sharing data in an open format through open APIs. Speakers advocated a greater focus on three 
important components of AI research: AI skilling, AI upskilling, and building AI ready 
infrastructure. Panellists discussed that AI solutions should be applied in the fields of healthcare, 
agriculture, and education, among others. Focusing on international cooperation on AI, speakers noted 
the OECD principles on AI drafted in 2019 are the first set of intergovernmental principles on AI 
innovation which fill a critical policy gap.   

This was followed by a keynote by Vijay Gokhale, Nonresident senior fellow at Carnegie India who 
argued that the Indo-Pacific idea is a multilateral process rooted in the basic needs and interests of 
Indo-Pacific states. The speaker posited that the 21st century will be the age of digital 
technology, calling for a need to digitally connect India to the Indo-Pacific. Elaborating further, he 
highlighted that it involves two different aspects. The first, he explained, is building communication 
channels for digital technology through underwater cables or satellite connectivity. The second is 
combating cyber threats. To this end, he argued that research and development is required to build a 
resilient supply chain for semiconductors in the region to reduce dependence on one country. He 
advocated that India play a more active role in standard-setting in the International 
Telecommunications Union and other multilateral rule-setting bodies. He explained 
that the standards that will be set in the next ten to fifteen years will determine parameters 
of the digital revolution, and if India is to benefit from it, it must be a part of that standard-setting 
exercise.   
 
Building on this keynote, the next panel on Enhancing Digital Connectivity in the Indo-Pacific: 
Opportunities for India-EU-ASEAN highlighted that technology and connectivity are essential pillars 
for India, EU, and ASEAN. Acknowledging that the Indo-Pacific is one of the largest growing 
markets for digital products and services, panellists noted that technological advancements are crucial 
for the welfare of youth, empowerment of women, creation of jobs, and revival of the economy. The 
speakers argued the need for a more delivery-oriented and structured dialogue between India-EU-
ASEAN to develop a common view on the norms, standards, and guidelines for digital and emerging 
technologies in the Indo-Pacific.  

This was followed by a panel on Building Data Protection Authorities which highlighted the 
importance of data protection authorities (DPA) as the central bodies for conflict and cooperation 
around data protection. Their effectiveness would determine the success of data protection. Speakers 
discussed the hindrances DPAs face across the world including funding constraint, inability to attract 
and retain technical expertise, and challenges in maintaining their autonomy. From an industry 
perspective, panellists noted that it is critical to build awareness, facilitate compliance by providing 
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actionable interpretation and guidance, and enforce the law based on actual practical realities. The 
importance of awareness generation and technical support to enable compliance was also discussed. 

Following this, the intervention on Leveraging Green Technology: Roadmap to Sustainable 
Development highlighted that Australia and India can work together to hasten the deployment of solar 
technology with ultra-low cost solar at the core. The speaker further noted that India is leading the 
world in large scale solar deployment and progress towards the ambitious goal for 100 gigawatts of 
solar generation capacity by the end of next year. Australia is leading the world in small scale solar 
deployment, with the highest uptake of rooftop solar panels in the world. Initiatives at both ends are 
key to accelerating the deployment of clean energy, he added. 

Building on the intervention, the next panel on Technological Innovation for Sustainable 
Development discussed that sustainability has become a strategic focus for governments and society at 
large across the world. Panellists noted that India is positioned to become a model for corporate 
sustainability for the world, and both small and medium enterprises can play an important role in 
leading this change by example. 

This was followed by another conversation on E-commerce for the Next Half Billion which 
highlighted that the retail sector contributes to 10% of India’s GDP and provides employment to 
around 40 million people. Despite this, speakers noted that online retail only makes up 3-4% of the 
Indian retail market, a statistic that should be considered by policymakers while drafting policies 
pertinent to e-commerce. 

This was followed by a keynote and set of interventions on Open Digital Ecosystem (ODE) which 
recognized the role of free and open-source software in the era of digital governance. Panellists 
highlighted that setting the technical foundations in place is only one aspect of building a solid ODE. 
Building the community of researchers, civil society members, students, and ministerial buy-in 
through building use cases, competitions, and public outreach is equally important. Stakeholder 
management and partnership with government at various levels is needed to encourage citizens to 
adopt open digital ecosystems. This will help update national policies and build participative capacity 
within the government. 

The next panel on The Next Frontiers of Open Digital Ecosystem discussed the massive societal 
benefits that can arise from the use of open-source technologies. Panellists deliberated some critical 
risks that should be considered while deploying digital platforms, including concerns around 
accountability, exclusion, and discrimination due to digital divide, fragmented data sets, and privacy 
and security of data. Speakers added that there needs to be a principled approach to implementation, 
especially in lower and middle-income countries, with a major focus on adequate training of people 
and multi-stakeholder consultation. 
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ASSOCIATED EVENTS 

• Knowledge Transfer Workshops

Leading up to GTS 2021, Carnegie India partnered with Plaksha University—an upcoming 
technology university based in Mohali, Punjab—to curate Tech for Thought: A KnowledgeTransfer 
Series.  

Running from August to October, the series held six workshops on key technology policy issues. Each 
90-minute session was divided into two parts. The first part, led by a practitioner, covered a basic
explainer of the technology, issues related to it, and its principles. The second, led by an academician
or subject matter expert, examined the policies related to the technology and legal or regulatory
framework(s) that govern its use.

The first workshop on What is Data was led by Vrinda Bhandari, Legal Practitioner and Lawyer at 
Supreme Court of India and Udbhav Tiwari, Nonresident Scholar at Carnegie India and Public Policy 
Advisor for Mozilla. The discussion unpacked the way data is treated in India, the history of how it 
has been regulated, and upcoming trends and expectations for potential regulations. Participants began 
by discussing how data can be categorized into personal—further broken down into sensitive and 
critical personal data—and non-personal data. This was followed by identifying the actors in a data 
ecosystem and the rights and obligations of these actors. While discussing the importance of privacy 
in an Indian context, the impact of privacy violations, and the importance of consent, participants 
noted that the existing privacy laws were lacking. Participants concluded by emphasizing the need for 
India to have a comprehensive data protection law to address the pressing issues around data privacy 
in India.  

The second workshop on Building an AI Nation was led by Ananthanarayanan S, Director-Govt. 
Affairs and Public Policy at Intel India, and moderated by Priyadarshini D, Associate Fellow with the 
Technology and Society Program at Carnegie India. The discussion demystified the concepts of AI 
and the technology behind it. Participants began by tracing the historical underpinning of AI going 
back to Alan Turing in the 1950s. Since AI is based on data, speakers noted that AI development has 
been a result of technological advancements which have computing and storage cheaper. They went 
on to distinguish between machine learning and deep learning, noting that the latter was particularly 
improved by the diversity of Indian datasets. They then looked at the transformative nature of AI and 
the economic contributions that it could make. The discussion progressed to examine the various 
building blocks required to build an AI nation such as talent, incentives, and an enabling policy 
environment. Finally, participants noted that Indian AI ecosystem was still relatively underdeveloped 
and that there was a large scope for AI to help solve some of India’s biggest challenges in the social 
sector.  

The third workshop on CBDCs: Redesigning Digital Futures was led by Jonathan Dharmapalan, 
Chief Executive Officer at eCurrency and Shehnaz Ahmed, Senior Resident Fellow and Lead, Fintech 
at the Vidhi Centre for Legal Policy. The discussion highlighted that disruptive financial tech stacks 
have encouraged central banks in most countries to integrate innovation into existing payment 
ecosystems. Taking note of this, participants discussed the potential of Central Bank Digital 
Currencies (CBDCs) in revolutionizing the payment ecosystem and the role of regulatory 
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infrastructure in facilitating access to them. Participants believed that CBDCs should be viewed as 
public goods and that accessibility, security, and stability should be the core tenets while designing 
them. They found that the creation of a system based on CBDCs would depend on the ability to create 
a distributed ledger for exchanging money on a P2P basis, with the ledger either being recorded on an 
exchangeable token, or a digital bearer instrument held on a digital device. Participants noted that 
concerns around the potential disintermediation of the banking sector is why countries have so far 
taken a neutral approach towards CBDCs, as they seek to understand them further.  

The fourth workshop on Digital Technologies and Precision Health was led by Genya V. Dana, Head 
of Healthcare at the World Economic Forum and Vijay Chandru, Co-Founder and Director of Strand 
Life Sciences. The discussion highlighted the opportunities for digital technology in the healthcare 
sector. The session began with a focus on the parallel developments in technology and biology, 
touching upon computational biology, bioinformatics, genome sequencing, and data-intensive 
scientific discovery. Participants then moved on to discuss the evolution of biological computing—the 
attempt to store data in DNA being a recent advancement in the field. They also discussed the 
economics of technology adoption and how new developments in digital health technology, especially 
genome sequencing, could be made more accessible for the public. While discussing the application 
of AI in healthcare, they observed the failure of IBM’s supercomputer Watson, an ambitious project 
that was introduced to use the AI platform to help healthcare professionals analyse data to assist in 
cancer treatment. Participants also discussed the National Digital Health Mission, the creation of a 
Health ID, and standardization of personal health records. They ended by discussing policy issues 
related to data protection and how it would be one of the biggest challenges for adopting digital health 
in India and elsewhere.  

The fifth workshop on Humans and Robots: Past, Present, and Future was led by Jagannath Raju, 
Founder and CTO of Systemantics India and Alexandra Zafiroglu, Professor and Deputy Director of 
the School of Cybernetics at the Australian National University and a Fellow of the ANU Futures 
Scheme. The discussion covered the evolution of robotics, its major applications, and the challenges 
the technology faces. Participants began by identifying robotics as components of cyber-physical 
systems and not the entire network of complementary technologies like AI or communications 
systems which need to be further developed for robotics to thrive. Participants then mulled over the 
by-products of robotics, their usage, and the nature of relationships between humans and robots. The 
discussion then moved on to the applications of the technology in various sectors such as healthcare 
and e-commerce. They also discussed the adoption and application of robotics in India. While 
discussing this, they noted regulatory uncertainty in India. Inadequate capital has limited the scope of 
this technology in India. Participants emphasized that India would need to develop capabilities with 
diverse people, skill sets, and solutions to adopt robotics more widely.  

The sixth workshop on Future of Technology Education was led by Uday B. Desai, Founding Director 
and Professor Emeritus of Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad and Aditya Malik, Faculty at 
Plaksha University. Participants opined that the current philosophy behind tech ed has become both 
arcane and anachronistic. They pinned this on the exclusivity which engineering and medical sciences 
education command in academia, which implies that students are not necessarily well-equipped to 
deal with the emerging problems of society at large. They felt that curriculums must become more 
flexible and inculcate multi-disciplinarity and a ‘learning by doing’ model. Moreover, research should 
be fostered at the undergraduate level. They highlighted the need to reimagine technology education 
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and its importance. They concurred that pedagogy and the curriculum should be re-looked at every 
year, however due to the onerous nature of the exercise and feasibility, it is often delayed. Participants 
agreed that democratizing education would provide access to parts of the population that have been 
underserved. Noting the dual nature of technology, they concluded that the onus is on society to come 
together and dissolve disciplinary boundaries to tackle problems of global import.  

• Townhalls  

Leading up to the Summit, Carnegie India curated four specific discussions to share stories and 
lessons behind the success of homegrown entrepreneurs in the field of digital payments, education, 
mobility in cities, and venture capital financing.  

First, a discussion on Building BillDesk: In Conversation with Ajay Kaushal, Co-Founder of BillDesk, 
focused on Mr. Kaushal’s journey as a tech entrepreneur who has revolutionized the digital payments 
landscape in India. He discussed that BillDesk was started at a time when internet was still in its 
infancy and banks were beginning to implement core banking services. BillDesk, as he explained, was 
conceived with an idea of providing a service that runs on core banking platforms, through which 
people could pay their bills digitally. At the time of BillDesk’s inception, one of the biggest 
challenges, the speaker noted, was explaining the digital payment process to banks. The company was 
entering a relatively new market with a completely different business model. He further mentioned 
that the company’s objective was not to take away from anyone’s business but to create new revenue 
lines. Towards the end, the speaker advised fintech startups to build something that meets todays 
needs but also thinks of the future: doing the hard work of improving user experience with better 
interfaces could unleash new opportunities.  

Second, a discussion on Yulu and the Future of Mobility with Amit Gupta, Co-Founder and CEO of 
Yulu, highlighted that mobility is fundamental to any economy, whether to move people or goods. 
Devising solutions for traffic congestion and air pollution is critical. These challenges are amplified in 
a country with a weak public transport system and low rates of personal vehicle ownership. The 
discussion focused on how a successful and sustainable business model that is easy to scale and 
replicate across cities. Alternatives must account for falling battery prices and increasing petrol prices. 
It was reasoned that India’s extensive solar and hydro resources would guarantee that the major 
difficulties are overcome as mobility transitions to more electric in the future. This transition, 
however, will be incomplete without adequate parking and battery charging infrastructure, the speaker 
added. 

Third, a discussion on Financing the Future: In Conversation with Vani Kola¸ Founder and Managing 
Director of Kalaari Capital, observed that opportunities for disruption are perceptual as innovation 
and rapid change characterize the start-up ecosystem. The speaker focused on India’s start-up 
ecosystem and its two key stakeholders—entrepreneurs and investors. Through these lenses, the 
discussion explored multiple aspects that steer technology-driven businesses. Investors, for instance, 
tend to be attracted to entrepreneurs with a sound understanding of the problem being addressed. To 
gauge whether it aligns with their framework, skills like active listening can help investors internalize 
the idea. The speaker further emphasized that in India, the provision of APIs and digital public goods 
to unlock the potential of the financial and technology sectors has laid the fundamental blocks for 
innovators to build upon. On the critical question of how to develop an understanding of regulations, 
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it was underlined that a smart, balanced approach that acknowledges the benefits as well highlights 
the shortfalls is ideal. 

Fourth, a discussion on Transforming Technology Education in India: In Conversation with Vineet 
Gupta, Founder and Trustee of Ashoka and Plaksha University, highlighted that there is a view, 
internationally and within India, that technology has the solution to all of humanity’s questions. But it 
is critical for technologists to comprehend society’s nuances, and this is the fundamental shift required 
in technical education and training. The speaker noted that educators can address this by building the 
curriculum such that the societal perspective is integral, not optional to understanding the problem. 
The means to this end are challenging but transformative. First-generation entrepreneurs, for instance, 
are lending financial support to educational institutions to break out from traditional silos to manage 
new-age challenges by training students in robotics; biosciences engineering; data science, economics, 
and business; among others. India's development story has also made it an appealing destination for 
world-class faculty and research.  

• Closed-door Discussions  

In addition to these workshops and townhall discussions, three closed-door discussions were 
organized during the Summit. 

First, a discussion on Building Vaccine Supply Chain Resilience convened scientists, industry leaders, 
academicians, and public health experts to discuss the possibilities of new vaccine production 
capabilities through collaborations with manufacturers, review the current regulations to expedite the 
vaccine development process, explore strategies to enhance India’s global delivery capabilities, and 
discuss the avenues of regional and global cooperation to develop resilient vaccine supply chains. 
Participants discussed the great deal of international collaboration observed during the pandemic 
amongst researchers, private sector, funders, and regulators to expedite the development of COVID-
19 vaccines without compromising its safety and efficacy. Participants highlighted that discussion 
should happen both at the national and the international level to ensure equitable distribution of 
vaccines globally. The former can help countries identify gaps in their logistics circuit to ensure that 
vaccines reaching their geographical borders are distributed equitably. The latter could involve global 
institutions like the World Health Organization or have agreements in advance to ensure that vaccine 
vials, reagents, syringes, and technology are shared. For India to remain globally competent, 
participants underscored the need for it to adopt a smoother pathway for developing and licensing 
COVID-19 vaccines. This will be achieved through stronger academia-industry collaboration, 
conducive regulations by the government, and investments in R&D which is crucial for continuous 
developments in vaccine science. This is essential for India to maintain its advantageous ability to 
manufacture vaccines locally. 

Second, a discussion on Cryptocurrencies: Balancing Innovation and Regulation explored the 
advantages of cryptocurrencies and the need to encourage innovation in this space, the various 
regulatory approaches being taken, and the need for international coordination and cooperation on 
cryptocurrencies. Participants discussed the disadvantages of a prohibitory stance to tackle illicit 
activities. The need to develop necessary regulatory understanding and governance capabilities was 
discussed as well. Contrasting approaches to regulation such as using regulatory and innovation 
sandboxes to encourage innovation and ringfence products, engaging industry to garner necessary 
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technical understanding, and developing policies in an iterative manner while pursuing rigorous 
investor/consumer awareness alongside were also highlighted. Participants also shared several 
insights on the key ingredients of regulatory frameworks: clearly articulating criteria for licensing 
intermediaries, identifying regulatory responsibilities, and establishing a comprehensive regulatory 
net to cover different types of crypto assets and use cases. Digital currency governance systems were 
cited as being equally important, though they required examination as systems are not monolithic in 
nature. Concerns around the use of stablecoins—cryptocurrencies pegged to stable assets to address 
price volatility—by advanced economies to dollarize emerging markets were also discussed.   

Third, a discussion on T-10: Semiconductor Supply Chains convened participants from academia, 
government, industry, and think-tanks for a discussion on the topical issue of semiconductor supply 
chains. Participants noted the current trend of nations subsidising chip fabrication and observed how 
these incentives alone may not work in building a successful domestic semiconductor industry for the 
nations concerned. While techno-nationalism—where countries aim to prioritize security concerns in 
supply chains over commercial benefits—may be a long-term trend, countries would necessarily have 
to work together as the global value chain for semiconductors cannot be successfully disintermediated 
by any one country. India’s recent plan to announce an investment strategy for semiconductors was 
also welcomed as an example of high political appetite for massive investments in the sector. 
Participants noted that India’s plan was comprehensive since it focused not only on chip fabrication, 
but on other stages of the supply chain as well. Moreover, the participants believed that India can, if it 
chooses to, focus on more basic nodes of chipmaking to begin with and then graduate to the more 
advanced stages of the supply chain. The biggest takeaways from the discussion were: 
subsidies/incentives may not work without a larger ecosystem that works with the industry; an 
increasing desire to reduce technological supply chain reliance on China may work in India’s favour.  

POLICY PATHWAYS  

As the Summit achieves prominence, Carnegie India endeavours to continue convening diverse 
stakeholders to shape public dialogue on the future of emerging technologies. Several substantive 
recommendations emerged from the discussions during this edition of the Summit. The most 
significant among these are: 

Geopolitics of Technology  

• Make domestically produced goods more competitive in global markets and rely on multiple, 
shorter, and more reliable supply chains. 

•  India should create a more pragmatic approach to foreign policy that is driven by national 
interests and outcomes, and not ideological leanings.  

• Technology poses several challenges, and it is therefore for India to build deep strengths and 
increase its capabilities for it to become a more attractive partner.   

 

Science and Technology Cooperation in the Quad  

• Increase collaboration between the government and the private sector to move away from 
concentrated strong nodes of supply to distributed ones with the help of technology. This is 
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particularly important for emerging areas like semiconductors and renewable energy that are 
strategic and address the pressing issues of health and sustainable development.  

• For concrete and sustainable collaborations, identify the partnership’s purpose while figuring 
modalities like financing mechanisms.  

• It is important to nurture talent from four Quad countries so that they organically work 
together without having any need for specific mechanisms to enforce collaborations. This 
should be augmented with better communication between government, academia, and 
industry. 

Virtues of Setting a Quad Startup Hub  

• The success of a Quad startup hub will depend on the dialectical process of cultural shift in 
understanding and accepting the startup industry as mainstream, supported by good 
policy on taxation, resources, and other startup requirements. 

• Building on the existing U.S.-India partnership, policy initiatives like skilled immigration, 
educational exchanges, movement of data, and tech exchange can be added  
to make the relation more fruitful, and the same principles can be applied to the Quad 
grouping.   

• There is an opportunity for Quad countries to bring together entities that are insulated from 
politics to foster information sharing based on their experiences in promoting startups in their 
respective countries. These entities can also, in cases, allocate money to plug in technological 
gaps that the government has identified as key priorities.  

Securing Vaccine Supply Chains: Partnerships and Resilience  

• In India, tech transfer offices, with a strong business development focus group, should be 
built in academic research institutions to ensure that proprietary knowledge developed by 
research institutions is licensed and translated to develop products that can solve real-world 
problems. This capability will encourage industry to collaborate with academia for new seed 
innovations and will also create trained manpower that can leverage technology to develop 
medical countermeasures, thereby creating a sustainable research and innovation ecosystem in 
the country.  

• Focusing on the Quad grouping, experts elaborated that the U.S. could develop vaccines; 
India can become the manufacturing hub; Australia can facilitate last mile delivery of 
vaccines; and both Japan and the U.S. can provide financial support. Further, the Quad can 
partner with other entities such as COVAX, GAVI, CEPI, and WHO for vaccine distribution 
to other countries.  

• Apart from strengthening vaccine supply chains, it is important to create architecture, 
systems, and standards that facilitate regional cooperation for pathogen surveillance. This can 
help scientists and policymakers implement appropriate measures to contain a pandemic. It 
can also assist in public health decision making, which in turn, would build national and 
regional resilience to fight outbreaks.  
 

The Future of Geopolitics of Data  
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• Restrictions on data flows in India’s Draft Privacy Bill may impact its position in global trade 

forums and hinder data transfers and commercial exchanges. India should therefore consider 
certification mechanisms as elements of privacy laws. This will help build trust between 
countries while promoting business.  

• Privacy legislations must not mix up different objectives such as national security, trade, and 
market access, as it risks complicating the debate on cross-border data flows. It is therefore 
important to narrow down the kind of goals each policy seeks to achieve. To ensure 
interoperability of data, there should be a set of standards around privacy practices 
of businesses with a third-party assurance mechanism and a regulatory cooperation 
mechanism to deal with non-compliance.   

• Greater transparency by the private sector on how it utilizes data may help alleviate some 
concerns of the state and citizens and help build trust between the public and private sector.   

 
Unified Payments Interface: Building Digital Highways  
 

• Going beyond the digital payment space, UPI should be integrated with banks and other 
service providers to ensure that pension schemes, micro insurance, and other microfinance  
products are provided through the UPI platform. Its goal should be furthered beyond payment 
adoption to financial inclusion adoption.  

• To expand its services in the Indian market, WhatsApp Pay should adopt local languages and 
focus on customer interaction for an enhanced user experience. This acceleration  
process would however require significant investments in awareness campaigns and 
partnerships with banks and other grassroot organizations.  

• India can learn from Singapore to include pervasive electronic payments, affordable and 
seamless cross-border remittances, and efficient multicurrency payments and settlements in 
the national priorities.   

 
Cryptocurrencies: The Future of Technology and Regulation 

 
• Regarding the adoption of cryptocurrency in India, policymakers should work with 

technical experts and specialist agencies, to evolve regulation. Whether the regulatory 
frameworks involve consolidated regulatory oversight, or a fragmented approach that 
addresses different use cases, is a question to be addressed in the course thereof.  There is also 
a need to step up investor awareness.   

• A new approach to cryptocurrencies is needed considering the way it has evolved and become 
more versatile in its use cases. It is important to bring further nuance to the ongoing 
deliberations on cryptocurrencies by separating the currency aspect and keeping in mind the 
uniqueness of this asset class. Public discussion of any draft legislation for cryptocurrencies 
in India would also be useful to understand such nuances and develop an appropriate law on 
the subject. 

• Since cryptocurrencies are a very different asset class, they are interpreted differently by 
regulators across jurisdictions. While some jurisdictions are trying to retrofit this asset class 
into existing regulatory buckets, others are trying to create fresh regulations to regulate 
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cryptocurrencies. Both approaches have their own challenges. In cases where new regulatory 
constructs are being framed, the attention of civil societies and industry should also be 
considered.   

Enhancing Digital Connectivity: Fostering Digital Ties  

• India and the United States should work together to contribute to a more diverse and resilient 
semiconductor supply chain. The U.S. should partner and support the initiatives of the venture 
capitalist community to fill the gaps and vulnerabilities in the semiconductor supply chain in 
India. This India-U.S. partnership can be expanded to other Quad nations in the long run.  

• Stakeholders in the U.S. are excited to work with India to harness the scale of the Indian 
market to expand digital infrastructure in countries like Africa.  

• The Quad members should create an open platform to facilitate strategic science cooperation 
and joint research programs. Cooperation can also be expanded between groups in the 
national security and scientific advisory world.  

Cybersecurity Governance in the Digital Age 

• Policies to promote innovation should be developed based on evidence. This can happen 
by maturing the ecosystem to develop holistically informed policy by opening more forums 
for discussions, public-private partnerships. The Quad could spearhead such initiatives.     

• The Quad must house breadth and depth of expertise in technological standards to leverage 
the power standard setting grants in today’s digital age. Conversations between governments 
and other stakeholders are necessary to meet this goal. 

• There need to be independent verification systems in place to address emerging tech and 
cybersecurity issues.   

Cloud Governance: Tackling Cybersecurity Challenges 

• It is important to organize multistakeholder discussions involving policymakers, technical 
experts, legal experts, law enforcement agencies, academia, industry, platforms, users, civil 
society, and NGOs to address cyberthreats.  

• Regarding the scrutiny of cloud service providers, it is important to consider the kind of 
services that are being provided and the kind of data that is being stored, since different levels 
of security are required for different kinds of data.  

• Nations should put in place enforceable policies and safeguards to increase public awareness 
to handle cyberthreats in developing countries.  

AUKUS: The Future of Nuclear Non-Proliferation  

• To begin with, the three countries—Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States—
will have to figure out ways to build the submarines, undertake construction, and manage 
nuclear fuel. 

• A separate format, akin to an ‘enlarged Quad’ should be created to provide an opportunity for 
all countries—U.S., UK, India, France, Australia, and Japan—to collectively address 
challenges of the Indo-Pacific.   
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• The science and technology cooperation component of AUKUS could engage with other 

partners in the Indo-Pacific region.  

Reaching a Trillion Dollar Digital Economy 

• Civil service reform is pivotal for Indian policies to be better drafted. The setting up of the 
Mission Karm Yogi, which focuses on capacity-building, must be linked to the structure of  
civil services and performance management. It is important skill and invest in human capital 
in the government to develop a more adventurous modern state. 

• India has a huge skill gap, wherein there is an absence of schooling programs that harness 
existing talent and produce market-ready individuals. Scaling up digital infrastructure even in 
primary and secondary education, especially increasing digital access in rural areas, will help 
fill this gap.     

• The world today presents new opportunities, with just-in-time supply chains being replaced 
by just-in-case supply chains, and manufacturers seeking to relocate from China could choose 
India as their destination. However, to capitalize on these fresh opportunities and accelerate 
manufacturing, India needs a new regulatory regime, with reduced ‘regulatory cholesterol’.  

Cloud and Sustainability: Transitioning to a Greener Future 

• Innovation in software and hardware systems that reduces power conversion losses, from 
the chip level to the storage level is important in cloud computing.  

• Private sector must be given incentives and opportunities to explore more energy efficient 
ways to spearhead sustainability and become key players in the market.     

• It is important to establish transparent standards across the globe to develop energy efficient 
practices. Further, every step of cloud computing must be made energy efficient—from 
supply chains, market direction, hardware, to consumer tools. Corporations 
must set ambitious targets for themselves.  

Future of Encryption  

• Law enforcement agencies understand the complexities of breaking encryption, but do not 
have the capability to formulate solutions. It is therefore important for companies to have a 
deeper understanding of the risks involved on the law enforcement agency’s part and find 
solutions to address the challenges.  

• International cooperation, data sharing, and metadata analysis can help law enforcement 
agencies find solutions.  

• Mechanisms that weaken encryption for national security purposes need to be evaluated and 
ranked based on their respective risks and benefits.  

The World We Live In  

• Partnerships with like-minded countries will be key to codifying regulations and standards 
and building a digital stability board which could be based on existing institutions such as the 
UN, EU, G7, Quad, or Five Eyes.  

• Big tech companies must partner with governments and be part of the solution to mitigate the 
negative effects of technology. While this partnership is necessary, governments need to 
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seize back the initiative in building principles-based regulation for big tech companies. This 
will protect citizens and simultaneously allow innovation. 

• A broad alliance of democracies should come together to harness science and technology for 
human good with an aim to create ecosystems of mutual value.  

Building an AI Nation  

• The private sector should realize and actualize AI’s incredible potential, encourage the 
government to invest in foundational research, and foster greater collaboration between 
academia and industry.  

• Promoting electronics manufacturing in tandem with encouraging investments in skilling, 
research, and building infrastructure to support AI solutions will help tackle problems across 
all industries.   

• Democratic and like-minded partners should collaborate with each other and share 
best practices and lessons to prioritize human-centric trustworthy approaches to AI.  

Enhancing Digital Connectivity in the Indo-Pacific: Opportunities for India-EU-ASEAN 

• It is important to develop synergies and complementarities to build supply chain resilience for 
digital infrastructure to bring depth and sophistication to the digital connectivity in the Indo-
Pacific region. This could be through effective and early rollout of secure digital technologies 
for rural development, health care, distance learning connectivity remote broadband, critical 
communications through fiber optics, and use of satellite systems and under-sea cables. 

• Transfer of technology from amongst the countries belonging to this triangulation will help 
for availability of faster solution platforms. In this context, India has many certified scale 
solutions under the Digital India program. Some of the examples which 
can have immediate absorption with goal-oriented tweaks are UPI, Aadhar, Digi Locker, 
Direct benefit transfer, Agri market app, Crop Insurance, My Gov, and CoWIN.  

• Creation of supportive digital data governance frameworks and regulations. In India 
we must strengthen our efforts on data security, data sharing and data storage, privacy issues, 
and have larger regional and global perspectives in mind.  

Building Data Protection Authorities (DPA) 

• The DPA should be independent of political or executive interference and impartial. An 
independent DPA would gain legitimacy with the international DPA network, which would 
help shape international data protection standards. Further, a DPA should have sufficient 
human, financial, and technical resources.   

• All tools including awareness, stakeholder consultations, guidance and interpretation, and 
enforcement (risk based and not indiscriminate) should be used to build an effective 
DPA. Underlying all of this should be strong technical expertise and a knowledge base.   

• The DPA should encourage the creation of self-regulatory organizations. Since this is a highly 
technical area, the DPA won’t be able to build highly technical expertise in every small field. 
The DPA can therefore look at codes of practice formulated by subject-matter experts and 
review regulations regularly.   
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Technological Innovation for Sustainable Development  

• Technology already has the transformational power built into it. But for technology to make 
an impact, vulnerable and marginalized sections need to have access to the 
relevant technologies to combat climate change and impact the lives of the people at the 
bottom of the pyramid.   

• Technology is a foundational enabler and critical multiplier for achieving sustainable 
development at a greater pace. But for India to leverage technology, it should close the digital 
divide by upscaling digital literacy in rural parts of the society, especially amongst children, 
adolescents, and the youth.  

• Organizations attempting to introduce sustainable technologies in the market must first 
themselves try to adopt sustainable practices to make the adoption a lot more attractive.  

E-Commerce for the Next Half Billion  

• Offline and online players, whether big or small, should come together to create a thriving 
ecosystem. This should include small and traditional enterprises as well, right from the 
neighbourhood kirana stores to more traditional sellers with little online presence. 

• The broader policy and regulatory landscape should enable development, course correction, 
acceleration, and steering to increase inclusiveness. The government should also incentivize 
inclusiveness in the market.  

• There is a need for a co-regulatory model instead of a prescriptive one, within which 
businesses follow self-regulation built on a principle-based approach. This model will drive 
innovation and create a healthy competitive environment for different stakeholders to work 
together.  
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